Traditionally, the last privilege of Florida Bar Foundation presidents is to share a year-in-review message in the annual report. Looking back over 2016-17, it’s hard to know where to begin, but I think in this instance it makes sense to start where the year ended.

On June 22, 2017, when the board of directors adopted a strategic reset, the Foundation officially embarked on a journey through which it has embraced a new role as a catalyst for systemic change and an expert facilitator for civil legal aid in Florida. The ultimate destination—the Foundation’s mission of providing greater access to justice—did not change, but our aim is to move from clogged highways to high-speed rail as we pursue that end. We have positioned ourselves to be a driver of innovation and efficiency, connecting communities of thought-leaders with communities in need.

And by 2017 that train had clearly left the station.

The Foundation applied the strategic reset to the release of $1.5 million in its Bank of America Community Economic Development grants. Funds went to seven projects in the areas of affordable housing, legislative advocacy, medical-legal partnerships, expungements, identity documentation, LGBTQ inclusion, and the legal needs of migrant and agricultural workers. In addition, the Foundation funded four Equal Justice Works fellows to work at civil legal aid organizations where their two-year projects focus on community economic development in underserved communities from inner-city Miami to rural Apopka. All the projects funded use collaborative, sustainable and—it is hoped—replicable models for serving greater numbers of people.

Simultaneously, the Foundation launched FloridaProBonoMatters.org, a new website that enables lawyers to search for pro bono cases across multiple legal aid organizations. In its first year, which began with a Miami-Dade County pilot and ended with the completion of a statewide rollout, this new marketing tool for pro bono work generated more than 200 interest forms from lawyers wanting to help specific clients. Meanwhile, the Foundation’s communications staff provided Florida lawyers with a host of compelling reasons to engage in pro bono work through a cover story and several features in the March 2017 issue of The Florida Bar Journal.

Also in 2017, the Foundation released the results of a study it commissioned on the economic impact of civil legal aid, which found a $7 return on investment for every dollar spent. The study results were touted in op-eds and at press conferences throughout the state, where the spokespeople included then-ABA President-elect Hilarie Bass and then-Florida Bar President Bill Schifino, as well as Florida Chief Justice Jorge Labarga. The study has provided the Foundation, and the legal aid organizations it helps fund, with more evidence to support fundraising and advocacy efforts moving forward. The release of the study was immediately followed by a groundbreaking advocacy project for ABA Days in Washington D.C. that enabled Foundation, Florida Bar and ABA leaders and Chief Justice Labarga to show members of Florida’s congressional delegation the impact of Legal Services Corporation-funded programs on their constituents.

Using Geographic Information Systems, the Foundation produced information specific to each lawmaker’s district on the number of veterans, domestic abuse survivors and seniors who were served by federally-funded legal aid programs, as well as the number of people who were assisted with housing matters.

These sorts of collaborative efforts—further supported by the now-permanent Florida Commission on Access to Civil Justice—are at the heart of the Foundation’s new approach to fulfilling its mission. While most of the credit for these achievements is because of the Foundation’s extremely talented staff, it was my distinct honor to lead the Foundation through this period of rapid advancement. I would like to thank the staff for their dedication, and my colleagues on the board for their earnest deliberations that led us into this new era.
2016-17 FUNDING SOURCES

HOW FUNDS WERE SPENT IN 2016-17

2016-17 New Fellows
July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017

Florida Bar Foundation Fellows, our core supporters, pledge $1,000 payable over five years, or over 10 years for young, government or nonprofit lawyers. To learn more about the Fellows Program, to make your Fellows pledge, or to see a list of Florida Bar Foundation Fellows, visit www.TheFloridaBarFoundation.org/Fellow.
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The Legacy for Justice
Through March 26, 2018

The Legacy for Justice recognizes those who have included the Foundation in their estate planning, made a gift or pledge of more than $10,000, directed a significant cy pres award to the Foundation, or facilitated a colleague’s major gift. We offer the members of this prestigious group our sincerest gratitude for their deep and abiding commitment to the Foundation.
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New Legacy for Justice Members

Carl J. Domino
With his generous gift of stock, Domino contributed more than $11,000

Deborah Goodall
Goodall named The Florida Bar Foundation as a beneficiary in her life insurance

Lifetime Giving Circles
Through March 26, 2018

Advocate’s Society ($250,000-499,999)
The Batchelor Foundation, Inc.
The Florida Bar Family Law Section
The Florida Bar Young Lawyers Division
Anonymous Foundation

Barrister’s Society ($100,000-249,999)
The Florida Bar Business Law Section
Ruden McClosky Smith Schuster & Russell, P.A.
Trial Lawyers Section of the Florida Bar
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The Florida Bar Appellate Practice Section
The Florida Bar Criminal Law Section
The Florida Bar Real Property, Probate & Trust Law Section
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| R. Lee Bennett* | Father C. Timothy Corcoran, III | Michael W. Fisher* | Frank A. Hamner* |
| Sheryl E. Berkowitz* | Sarah Cortvriend* | Florida Association of Legal Secretaries | Major B. Harding* |
| Mary-Anne Bestebreurtje* | Henry M. Coxe, III* | The Florida Bar Administrative Law Section | John F. Harkness, Jr.* |
| Kathleen Bickelhaupt | Dale W. Cravey | Michelle Fonseca* | Elizabeth H. Harris* |
| Brian L. Bilzin* | Hon. Marva L. Crenshaw* | Sally H. Foote* | Hon. James C. Hauser* |
| Hon. Deb S. Blechman* | Critton, Luttier & Coleman, LLP | Eric Forman* | Hon. Judith Hawkins* |
| Byron L. Block* | Lynda Crouse | Hamilton C. Forman, Jr.* | Jacqueline Hea |
| Hon. Ellyn S. Bogdanoff* | Michele K. Cummings* | Dori Foster-Morales* | Susan B. Hecker* |
| Carlos J. Bonilla* | Clinton A. Curtis* | Spencer H. Fox* | Hugh Hedley |
| Ronald L. Book* | Garrett Cutler | Julia L. Frey* | James Helinger, Jr.* |
| Boston Holding Company | Stephen Cyphen* | Roger Futerman | Michael Herde |
| Brooke J. Bowman | Howard L. Dale* | Jose A. Garrido, Jr.* | Michael M. Hernandez |
| Dana G. Bradford* | Talbot D’Alemberte* | Brian K. Gart* | Robert Hertzberg |
| Debra Braga* | Arthur B. D’Almeida* | Michael Gaschler | John Hickey* |
| Matthew G. Brenner* | James R. Daughton* | William E. Gaylor, III* | J. Fraser Himes* |
| David Bridger | Amber N. Davis* | Eric A. Gonzalez | Joel Hirschhorn* |
| Alejンドrito Brito* | Kahlil A. Day* | Ricardo A. Gonzalez* | Charles Honara |
| Broward County Bar Association | Theodore Deckert* | Leo Govoni* | Bill W. Hoppe, Jr.* |
| Young Lawyers Section | Lisa J. Delancy | Moises T. Grayson | Hopping Green & Sams, P.A. |
| Gregory P. Brown* | Lauren Y. Detzel* | Ashley W. Greene* | Carolyn Huggins |
| Jackson M. Bruce* | John A. DeVault* | Robin H. Greene* | H. Scott Huizenga |
| Gerald Buhr* | John T. Diamandis | James Greenfield* | Jonathan S. Ingber |
| Robert J. Buonauro* | Sandra F. Diamond* | Paige A. Greenlee* | Kenneth Jannen |
| Charla Burchett* | George A. Dietz* | Alan G. Greer* | Louis Jepeway, Jr. |
| Adam Buss | Jesse H. Diner* | Nancy W. Greigore* | Lauren E. Jirak |
| Robert A. Butterworth, Jr.* | James R. Dirman* | Melanie S. Griffin* | Andrea M. Johnson* |
| Luis A. Cabassa* | John A. Doninger | Thomas Grillo | H. Wesley Johnson |
| L. Kinder Cannon, III* | Mayanne Downs* | Michele B. Grimes* | Pamela M. Jones* |
| Steven L. Cantor* | Michael Dribin* | Lynn H. Grossclose* | Robert C. Josefseberg* |
| Hon. Hugh A. Carithers, Jr.* | David Dunnavant | Merick L. Gross* | Hon. Charles J. Kahn* |
| Henry Carnegie | James M. Eakle | Peter J. Gulden, III* | Randy M. Kammer |
| Patrick J. Casey* | Robert E. Eddington* | John R. Gunnarson | Fred E. Karlinsky* |
| George Caithen* | Patrick G. Emmanuel* | Richard Haber | John R. Keller* |
| Shara R. Charpentier | Stephen C. Emmanuel* | Stuart J. Haft* | Ann L. Kerr* |
| Douglas A. Cherry* | Andrew Erdman | William E. Hahn* | Robert G. Kerrigan* |
| Susan H. Churuti* | Alejandro Espino* | Martin L. Haines, III* | Hon. John M. Kest* |
| Hon. Niki A. Clark* | Kerry L. Ezrol* | James Haliczer* | Hon. Sally D. Kest* |
| Jay M. Cohen | Michael J. Faehnree* | | Mary E. King* |
| Hon. Robert S. Cohen* | Charlie Farah* | Nancy Kinnally* | Nancy Kimnally* |
| Howard C. Coker* | Eddie Farah* | Robert Klausner* | Robert Komisarek |
| Gregory W. Coleman* | Hon. Crockett Farnell* | George F. Knox, Jr.* | Chris Kontaridis |
| Douglas E. Combs, Ph.D. | Timothy M. Farrow* | Stuart J. Haft* | Edward F. Koren* |
| Ian Comisky* | Joel S. Fass* | William E. Hahn* | Karen Korner |
| Kenneth Conrad | Jeffrey D. Feldman* | Martin L. Haines, III* | |
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Karen M. Buesing
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Angela C. Vigil